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New Product Information—For Immediate Release

No crack, peel or chips on painted parts with this cart
Kiting cart developed by Creform has a unique cantilevered bar arrangement designed
and built for transporting irregularly shaped fabricated parts
Greer, SC—Painted parts are the hardest parts to keep scratch-free and mar-free in the
manufacturing environment…particularly when the parts need to be delivered from a
paint room to an assembly area. Creform Corporation has designed and built a cart that
helps manufacturers do just that. The cart is designed to hold small batches of parts on
two sides of the cart. The open design makes all parts visible, assisting in visual
inventory management, particularly useful when a mix of part sizes and shapes exist.
For damage-free handling, each of the shelf levels feature two cantilevered bars
(pins) that extend out both sides of the cart to safely and securely hold the parts. The pins
feature an end-stop which prevents the parts from sliding off the cart during transport.
The cart features five adjustable shelves all in a comfortable ergonomic position.
The design of the cart makes it easy to add, reduce or reposition the shelves. It has four
3” dia. swivel casters for easy positioning and maneuverability with two of the casters
that lock. The swivel feature of the casters allows the cart to be easily rotated in order to
fill one side once the other is full.
The dimensions of the cart shown, built with 28 mm pipe, is 30” x 30” base with
65” height. It has a load capacity of 350 lb. while angle bracing ensures for rigidity and
durability. Creform is able to custom configure the dimensions of the cart with its system
of metal pipe and joints. The modular design allows the user to configure the cart to his
needs, and to change when the demand changes. Further a wide variety of pipe colors are
available.
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No crack, peel or chips…2/ with photo and caption
Embedded photo is for reference only. Hi-res photo is attached as separate file.
Optional accessories include hanging hooks, paperwork clips, label holders, large
diameter casters for rugged floor environments, ESD version for static sensitive areas as
well as 42 mm pipe for heavy-duty applications.
The Creform System is used to create an array of material handling and efficiency
enhancing devices and is a proven component in continuous improvement and Lean
Manufacturing programs. The company partners with customers in developing and
implementing these programs.
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Online at creform.com for additional information regarding Creform Corporation and its products.

Caption CRE-567: Kiting cart with cantilevered bar from Creform Corporation.

